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The social acupuncture-in meaning – Stimulating flow through the community
Vuk Stambolovic
University of Belgrade, Belgrade

Vibrational medicine might give certain answers 
because diagnostics and therapy of subtle bodies, 

chakras are possible. With the radionics (before and 
after certain energy therapy) approach (usually Voll 
diagnostic) in our case with pulse diagnostic (as the 
oldest and the most traditional one) we may see 
state of chakras and bio-field and how they going to 
behave when we have certain energy source that is 
good for the organisms.  This energy source or device 
has scalar frequency and some Hertz frequencies 
as well added by patient needs, usually (Solfeggio 
frequency,528Hz,432Hz), LDF like 10Hz, 7,28 Hz. Good 
frequency can only cure not to harm to spirit or the 
body! What we see are Chakras and bodies before and 

after vibrational medicine treatment. (Acupuncture 
meridians, dots and chakras are attractors of the vital 
force, vital energy or Qi, Chi, Prana). When we have 
certain devices like MRAZ devices we may fulfill his 
energy net to his full potential if it is healthy person 
(80%, 90% 100%) or give certain inputs for healing, 
if it is sick person (ZERO POINT FIELD for exap.). One 
patients need: social support and security Support of 
the family support of the community, many doctors, 
Therapist as well. He/she will search for his cure 
everywhere including alternative medicine.so we 
should be prepared for this kind of challenge on all 
levels of the healthcare system.
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